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Abstract

The research presented in this paper is concerned with the

design automation of analog integrated circuits, simply

called analog synthesis. A new algorithm, namely a

simulated annealing algorithm with multi-molecule

(SAMM), is proposed to solve analog synthesis problems.

Besides inheriting the global convergence of the

traditional simulated annealing algorithm (SA), SAMM

can avoid the excessively time-consuming final iterations

of SA, which makes it more efficient and suitable for

analog synthesis.  Several analog synthesis examples are

also given in this paper to demonstrate the efficiency and

validity of SAMM.

1.  Introduction

Economic and other factors favor the incorporation of

analog circuits (interface or primary signal processing

circuits) and digital circuits onto the same silicon die.

The design of application specific integrated circuits

(ASIC) moves therefore steadily towards the integration of

complete systems into a single chip.  However,  this

trend is hindered by a bottleneck in the design process for

these chips: the continuing lack of mature analog EDA

tools.

The development of analog synthesis tools has lagged far

behind that of digital tools, partly because analog circuit

design has often been considered as a creative and highly

unstructured synthesis problem.  Experts rely on years of

experience to guide the selection of circuit topologies and

parameters.  Generally speaking, analog synthesis is to

solve the following mixed-integer nonlinear programming

(MINLP) problem,
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Where, binary vector 
r

Y  represents the circuit topology .

In another word, if yi  (the i-th component of vector 
r

Y ) is

one, then block Bi  is included in the circuit, and Bi  is

taken away while yi  is zero[1,2].  Continuous vector 
r

V

denotes the bias voltages, 
r

X  denotes device sizes and 
r

rσ
X
2

is the variance of 
r

X .  Function Yield( )•  and Area( )•
represent the yield and the area of the circuit respectively.

Function 
r

P( )•  is the performance of the circuits, which

is composed of voltage gain, power, slew rate, band width,

etc.  Vector 
r

PE  , the expected circuit performance,

expresses the designer’s desire.

The foundation of (1) is very simple[1-3].  The kernel

aspect of analog synthesis lies in how to get the global

minimum of the MINLP problem (1).  There are some

embryonic systems for analog synthesis[4-8], which can be

classified into ad hoc rule-based[4,5], compiler-based[6],

and symbolic[7,8] methods.  All of them include two

steps: topology selection and parameter selection (also

called device sizing).  In another word, these analog

synthesis systems determine 
r

Y  at first, then 
r

X  and 
r
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P.C. Maulik[1,2] employ NPSOL[9] and branch and

bound algorithm[10] to do topology selection and device

sizing simultaneously, however it can not realize a real

simultaneous topology selection and device sizing[3]. The

Maulik’s method also falls short in finding a global

minimum of the MINLP problem (1).  In this paper, we

will introduce a simulated annealing algorithm with

multi-molecule (SAMM), which is superior to the

traditional simulated annealing algorithm (SA)[11] and

the Maulick’s method.

2.  SAMM: Simulated Annealing Algorithm

with Multi-Molecule

Some of the VLSI design problems can be regarded as a

minimization problem in multidimensional continuous

space with an objective function that has plural local

minima.  Well-established minimization procedures for

convex functions, for example, the Levenberg-Marquardt

method[12], can be easily trapped in one of the local

minima and thus can not find a global minimum.

Recently a method called simulated diffusion (SD) has

been proposed[13,14] to find the global minimum of a

multiminimal function on continuous space.  Although it

has been demonstrated theoretically that under certain

conditions SD will find the global minimum with a

probability of unity[15], little is known about the practical

aspects of the SD as an optimization procedure.  The SD

is very slow[13] although it can find a global minimum,

and can not be directly applied to this field because the

MINLP problem (1) includes binary vector 
r

Y .

As you know, which topology is optimal or feasible will

depend on the device sizes obtained from the topology,

and this in turn will depend on the specification.  So, it is

very hard to draw conclusions about a particular topology

without having determined the sizes of the devices of that

topology.  In the worst case, two-step mode analog

synthesizer might have to size all the topologies to

determine which is the most suitable one for a particular

set of specifications.  Therefore, in order to get the global

minimum of the MINLP problem (1),  determining
r r

Y X,  and 
r

V  simultaneously is very important.  Our

SAMM has four principal components as SA does: the

representation of the synthesis problem manipulated by

the annealer, the moves used to transform one circuit

configuration (with device sizes) into another, the cost

function or energy function that evaluates the quality of

each visited circuit configuration, and the control

mechanisms that direct the overall cooling process.

The problem representation is straightforward. The

annealer manipulates the values of the independent

variables composed by 
r r

Y X,  and 
r

V .  We employ vector

( )r r r r

Z Y X VT T T
T

= , ,  to denote them.  At first,  SAMM

transfroms 
r

X  and 
r

V  into discrete variables.  The device

sizes 
r

X  can be reasonably regarded as discrete quantities.

The underlying limitations comes from either lithography

or the need to restrict designs to a known set of carefully

qualified device sizes for which accurate models are

available.  For example, device sizes are discretized in

0 5. µ m  if the synthesized circuit will be manufactured in

0 5. µ m  CMOS process.  Each component of 
r

V  is

further represented by 7 current or voltage sources[16],

which will be discretized in 1A or 1V, 0.1A or 0.1V, 10mA

or 10mV, 1mA or 1mV, 0.1mA or 0.1mV, 10µA  or 10µV ,

and 1µA  or 1µV  respectively.  In SA, the annealer

manipulates only one vector 
r

Z  at annealing temperature

T .  But the annealer in SAMM manipulates M  ( > 1)

vectors: 
r

Z T j( , ) , j M= 1 2, , ,L , each represents “a

molecule of a real system”.  In each perturbation

experiment, only one of them is randomly selected to play

Brownian movement.

Obviously, a more interesting problem is the design of the

move-set.  Since all the components of 
r

Z  are discrete

variables, there is always a smallest allowable move, an

atomic perturbation, and the choice is what larger moves

should be included in the move-set for efficiency. Suppose

∆
r

Z  is the movement randomly generated at annealing

temperature T , and the vector or molecule 
r

Z T k( , ) ,

1≤ ≤k M , is selected to play the role of Brownian

movement, then the following iteration will transform one

circuit configuration into another,
r r r

Z Z T T ZT k T k( , ) ( , )⇐ + ⋅λ0 0 ∆                 (2)



Where, T0  and λ0  are the initial annealing temperature

and the initial iteration step respectively.  The

determination of T0  and λ0  in SAMM is the same as that

in SA.

Simultaneous topology selection and device sizing is really

achieved because the movement of 
r r

Y X,  and 
r

V  is

generated simultaneously.  It makes SAMM better than

Maulik’s method and those two-step synthesis systems.

The heart of the annealer is the energy function used to

evaluate each visited circuit configuration 
r

Z .  The

energy function in SAMM, the same as that in SA, has

the form:

( ) ( ) ( )E Z t Z w W L w P Po d d d
device d

objective

p i i E i
i

penalty terms

r r

1 244 344 1 244 344

= ≡ + −∑ ∑cos , ,δ
 

  

  (3)

Where, Pi  and PE i,  are the i-th component of vector
r r r r r

rP Y X V
X

( , , , )σ  and 
r

PE  respectively.  wo  and wp i,  are

weights chosen appropriately.  Obviously, wo  depends

on the yield.  Wd  and Ld  are the channel width and

length of the d-th MOSFET respectively. δ d  is set to unity

if and only if the d-th MOSFET is included in the circuit

according to vector
r

Y , otherwise, δ d  is set to zero.

The control mechanisms in SAMM differ from that in SA.

When annealing temperature T  is above the critical

temperature TC , SAMM preforms in the same mode as SA.

In this period, the mean energy of the M  molecule

determines the cooling schedule.  Suppose the mean

energy at temperature T  is ( )E
M

E Z T j

j

M

=
=
∑1

1

r
( , ) , and E

changes to ′E  after m  random moves, then SAMM

reduces T  to ε T .  The cooling parameter ε  is defined

as,

ε = ′















max . , min . ,0 5 0 95  

E

E
                (4)

When T TC< , SAMM performs like a definite

optimization, such as the steepest descendant method, the

uniform design method (UDM)[17].  SAMM prefers

UDM because a) no gradient information is needed and b)

the computational cost of UDM is in order ( )( )O Zdim
r

.

The search space of uniform design method, denoted by

Ω , is bounded in a ρC -neighborhood at the center of the

M  molecule at temperature TC ,

{ }Ω = − <
r r r

Z Z Z C
C : ( ) ρ                      (5)

Where, 
r r

Z
M

ZC T j

T Tj

M

C

( ) ( , )=
==

∑1

1

, ρ λC CT T∝ 0 0 , and

T TC = ×−10 5
0 .

It is well known that the probability of a move with

positive energy increment damps exponentially as the

annealing procedure cooling down, and 
r

Z , the molecule,

can not jump out of the valley of the energy function at

lower temperatures.  In another word, the global

convergence of SA is reached at higher annealing

temperatures and has little relationship with final

iterations at lower annealing temperatures[18].  If and

only if the critical temperature TC  is much smaller than

the initial temperature T0 , most of the M  molecule,
r

LZ T T j MT j
C

( , ) ( , , , , )  = = 1 2  must be in the deepest

valley of the energy function.  Therefore, Ω  includes the

global minimum of the analog synthesis problem (1).

The intervention of uniform design method in SAMM can

avoid the excessively time-consuming final iterations of

SA but does no harm to the global convergence of SA. It

makes SAMM very efficient and suitable for solving the

analog synthesis problem (1).  SAMM also performs

better than the Chavez’s SA-based algorithm[18] because

SAMM needs no gradient information.

3.  Experimental Results and Analysis

We have implemented an analog synthesizer based on

SAMM.  In this section, we will give several experiments

to demonstrate the efficiency and validity of SAMM.  All

our results were run on a SUN SPARC-10 workstation.

Experiment 1:  Find the global minimum of the 3

humpback camel function[19],

min ( ) .
r

r

Z
E Z z z z z z

z
    ,   = − + − +2 1 05

61
2

1 2 2
2

1
4 1

6

  (6)

The above function has two saddle points and three local

minima.  The global minimum locates at  E ( , )0 0 0= .

We discretize variable z1  and z2  in 0.0001 unit.  It costs

SA 2016 iterations to get the global minimum.
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SAMM sets parameter M  to 4.  The annealing

temperature drops below T TC = × =−10 1 05
0 .  after 934

iterations.  At this moment, the center of the 4 molecule

is 
r

Z C T( ) ( . , . )= −0 0084 0 0043 , and ρ C  is 0.040. Then it

costs UDM only 80 iterations to get the final solution

E ( . , . ) .0 0001 0 0002 4 0 108= × − , which can be considered

as the global minimum.  So SAMM spends 1014

iterations, less than half of  iterations of SA, to reach the

global minimum.  On average, the computational cost of

SAMM is only about 60 percent of that of SA.  SAMM is

more efficient than SA, because it employs UDM below

the critical temperatures and can avoid the excessively

time-consuming final iterations of SA.

Experiment 2:  Fig.-1 is the supercircuit of simple

bipolar amplifiers.  There are four binary variables,

y y y1 2 3, ,  and y4 .  Devices in the box indicated by y1  is

taken away when y1  is 0, and those devices are included

when y1  is 1.  Other binary variables has the same

meaning.  Constraints must be applied to these binary

variables to make the synthesized circuit a reasonable one.

In this example, the following constraints must be

satisfied:

y y

y y
3 4

2 1

0

1

 .and. 

If    =1,   Then  

=
=





                      (7)

Therefore, the supercircuit can be simplified into 9 bipolar

amplifiers.  As a synthesis example, we use 2µ m  bipolar

process.  Specifications, predicted performances(PP) and

SPICE simulated results are listed in Tab.-1.  It takes

about 87seconds to run each experiment.

Experiment 3: Fig.-2 is the supercircuit of two-stage

CMOS operational amplifiers composed by P.C.

Maulik[1].  There are 7 binary variables.  For simplicity,

the constraints for these binary variables are omitted.

Tab.-2 is a comparison of Maulik’s synthesis results to

Tab.-2  Comparison vs. Maulik’s synthsis results

Maulik’s Ours

Results PP/Sim.

A0 ( dB ) ≥ 66 63 68/66

UGF ( MHz ) ≥ 5 10 10/7.4

SR(V sµ ) ≥ 10 13 10/11

PM ( deg) ≥ 45 58 48/50

PSRR( dB ) ≤ −60 −69 −62 /−63

CMRR( dB ) ≤ −65 --- −69 /−68

Area (µ m2 ) --- 4357 3920

Yield --- --- 96% / 90%

Tab.-1  Synthesis examples of bipolar amplifiers

Gain (dB ) UGF( MHz ) Yield

Spec. PP/Sim. Spec. PP/Sim. (PP/Sim.)

1 40 44/45 5.0 10/8.0 95%/88%

2 40 43/41 50.0 70/65 90%/91%

3 20 22/22 0.5 0.7/0.7 93%/95%
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Fig.-1  The supercircuit of simple bipolar amplifiers.
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ours.  It costs SAMM about 9.5 minutes to finish the

synthesis.  Our results is better because a) the chip area is

smaller and b) all performances are up to standard.

4.  Conclusions

The heart of analog synthesis is to find the global

minimum of MINLP problem (1).  Compared with most

previous optimization techniques, SAMM has three

obvious distinctions: a real simultaneous topology

selection and device sizing, the Brownian movement of

multi-molecule in the perturbation period, and the

intervention of uniform design method below the critical

temperature. SAMM has global convergence and can

avoid the final excessively time-consuming iterations of

SA.  In the previous section, SAMM is compared with

SA and the Maulik’s method respectively.  These

comparisons prove that SAMM is more efficient than

previous methods and very suitable for analog synthesis.

The hardest aspect of our approach is the composition of

the supercircuit, and our future work is to develop an

automatic supercircuit composer for analog cells.
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